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The world we knew is gone. The world of commerce and frivolous necessity has been replaced by a

world of survival and responsibility. An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe,

causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months society has crumbled: no

government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no cable TV. In a world ruled by the dead, the

survivors are forced to finally start living. Trapped in a town surrounded by madmen, Rick must find

a way out or die trying. Meanwhile, back at the prison, the rest of the survivors come to grips with

the fact Rick may be dead, and a major turning point in the series is reached.  Reprint Edition
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I've purchased all volumes up to 22 and the TV show has just about caught up to wear I am in the

novels. These books are friggen awesome. I don't read much and my buddy lent me VOL 1 after he

knew I liked the show. Well, I burned through the first one and then just went on a tear buying 4

volumes at a time...the price is pretty good for what you get out of these. $9-$15 is the range I've

paid per novel, I'm not sure why they aren't the same but anyways, I keep buying them none the

less. The story was written before the TV Show and the show follows the story but there is some

differences. The written story is more violent and graphic then the tv show but the tv show does a

decent job of sticking with main ideas. I've noticed that certain plot things that happen in the book

also happen in the show but there is a unique twist like a different character it happens to or

something like that. Which makes reading these volumes great cuz I have some idea of where the



story is going (after having watched all tv episodes) but there are still surprises. If you like the TV

show and haven't read these, give it a try and you will get a whole new experience of the Walking

Dead story. I'm putting this same review under every volume I've purchased (1-22) so people can

see it. go buy these!

I was a fan of the show first, so I decided to give the comics a whirl. I've been a lifelong comic fan

and also spent my entire drawing them, as I am now a professional artist and novelist. Because of

that, I will probably take issue with some things most fans won't even really notice. I started at the

beginning with volume 1, which was pretty neatly done and strikingly similar to the beginning of the

comic series. I enjoyed the artwork in the first volume. Kirkman is a pretty good writer, but not great

in my opinion. He does have the ability to craft exciting story arcs and plot lines. The characters are

a little crazy, however I guess it's not a stretch that a lot of people would be cracking up during a

zombie apocalypse. I guess everybody still alive would have some form of PTSD, it just seems the

psychological problems are a bit overplayed. One of the things that bothers me about the TWD

comics is there are panels where nothing is said, and it's the same person three times in a row with

slightly different facial expressions. They do this a lot, and I wish they'd knock it off. Seems like a

cheap way to fill up a page and it doesn't do anything to move the story along. Some of the cussing

is over-the-top, and that's coming from someone with his own potty mouth. In the volumes, we

should get the original cover at the beginning of each new issue. At first I didn't know if I had started

a new one or not. But the thing bothers me the most...IS THE ART. Starting with volume 2, Charlie

Adlard takes over as penciller and inker. Adlard does some things well. He renders environments,

buildings, and vehicles well, and he also draws the dead pretty well. But he is horrible at drawing

people.He cuts corners when drawing people's hair. one eye is routinely a different shape or larger

than the other. Very rarely do any of the women look even remotely attractive. If Rick's hair wasn't

long, we wouldn't be able to tell the difference between him, Hershel, or Otis. Adlard draws too

many lines on people's faces. Rick looks like he's 70. Glenn does not look Asian. Carl looks like

Snuffy Smith. I hate putting down other artists, but this guy is shockingly bad. I was stunned that

such a popular title has such a below average artist. His covers are pretty decent, but honestly I

could draw people better than him when I was twelve. He's also a bad inker. I've often wondered

what in the world he;s using to ink, a Sharpie?!Maybe they get him an inker so he can concentrate

on drawing people to proportion. Hate to put down your favorite book, but this guy is bad.

In this volume Rick, Glenn, and Michonne manage to escape from Woodbury with the help of some



others wishing to be free from The Governor's insane rule. They manage to safely arrive back at the

prison, but they are completely unprepared for what they have found.

Collecting together issues 31-36 of the comic book, THE WALKING DEAD, VOL. 6: THIS

SORROWFUL LIFE picks up where Vol. 5 left off. Rick, Glenn, and Michonne have been captured

by the Governor at Woodbury and are being held captive. In the previous volume, the Governor cut

off RickÃ¢Â€Â™s right arm and brutally tortured and raped Michonne. In this volume, Michonne is

sent to the arena and Ã¢Â€ÂœbetraysÃ¢Â€Â• the Governor by killing her opponent and all of the

zombies in the arena. Later, with the assistance of one of the guards named Martinez, Rick, Glenn,

Michonne make their escape from Woodbury along with Dr. Stevens and his assistant, Alice.

Michonne leaves the group to get her revenge on the Governor. Meanwhile, Rick and the rest of the

escapees make the journey back to the prison only to find another surprise waiting them.THE BEST

DEFENSE picked up the storytelling of Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Walking DeadÃ¢Â€Â• after several slow issues.

THIS SORROWFUL LIFE keeps that pace going. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s full of action, a few twists, and some

key realizations by Rick Grimes and his company. As Tyreese points out to Carl, Rick is what holds

the group together. Overall, THIS SORROWFUL LIFE is a solid collection in a captivating series.

The 6th book in Kirkman's excellent story about a group of survivors in a post-apocalyptic world

ruled by the dead. It stays true to the fans. If you're reading this review, that probably means you're

one of them and you've read the firt 5 books, if that is the case then this review doesn't really

matter. You're going to buy "This sorrowful life" anyway, that is if you liked the first 5. And that is

excactly what I recommend you do. It's not the best of them but that doesn't mean it's not good. 3/5
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